
【 the night we met 】

THE NIGHT WE MET.

the little things?

the little moments?

they aren't little.
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         DAVINA ROYCE GREW up with fairytales and Disney, with the

knights in shining armors and damsels in distress. She liked the story

books, liked the thought of someone saving the world. That's why

she loved the Avengers. A league of superheros dedicated to saving

the world; together. It even motivated her to move into an apartment

only about across the street from the Avengers tower with her best

friend, Asher Brinley. It had always been her dream to meet one of

them, but in all her years of living there, she had only seen them

walking in and out of the building very briefly. And the joy of seeing

the bright lights inside the place during a party. a6

         Brinley thought she was crazy, wishing to meet one of them. That

it could never happen. But one night, a er a particularly long shi  at

the flower shop she worked at (yes, it could be challenging work

especially near Valentine's Day), Davina thought she would stop by

the bar close to her apartment. It seemed that night everything

changed, for in the bar was an outstanding looking superhero she

had seen on her TV and dreamed of sometimes. The subject of those

dreams not needing to be known, though. Wanda Maximo . a26

         She didn't think anything, thought that seeing her once and

having the briefest of conversations wouldn't lead her anywhere.

Because while she had dreamed of meeting an Avenger, she never

thought she would become friends with one of them. And then

maybe something else. a1

cast !
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[ the sympathetic ]
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[ the blazer ] a1
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[ the chained ]
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[ the shoulder ]
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[ the call ]
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